
Methods

• Recombinant alpha Synuclein is incubated at 37°C with shaking to promote aggregation in vitro.
• Soluble oligomers can be purified directly from monomeric αSyn in early stages of aggregation using ultracentrifugation

and size exclusion chromatography.
• Alternatively insoluble fibrils, formed in late stage aggregation, can be broken down by sonication to recover soluble

oligomers.
• Oligomers are detected using an oligomer-specific (A11) antibody, visualised by Transmission Electron microscopy, and

structurally characterised using analytical ultracentrifugation and circular dichroism spectroscopy.
• Alpha Synuclein is intracellularly applied to thick-tufted layer 5 (TTL5) pyramidal neurons in the neocortex of mice by

whole-cell patch clamping.
• Dynamic IV curves, generated from a neurons voltage response to noisy current stimulus, can be accurately fitted to an

exponential integrate-and-fire model (Badel et al. 2008) to reveal electrophysiological information.
• The effects of oligomers on specific cell parameters over time will give insight into the mechanism of toxicity.

1) Structural characterisation of two soluble oligomer populations 2) α-Synuclein oligomers were introduced into TTL5 pyramidal neurons by
whole-cell patch clamping.

Figure 4. Standard and Dynamic IV curves were recorded from neurons. Left: The standard IV curve is generated from
the recorded voltage response to step-like currents injected into the cell. Right: The dynamic IV curve employs a more
physiological input current (stochastic current with time correlation) and voltage response that can be easily fitted to an
exponential integrate-and-fire model.

Conclusions
• Intermediates of αSyn aggregation form a heterogeneous mixture among which are small, annular oligomeric 

species reported to be neurotoxic.
• Soluble oligomers can be recovered from fibril sonication but display altered structural properties.
• The Dynamic IV method allows us to quantify a wide range of cell parameters and thus monitor oligomer 

pathology over time.
• Oligomeric αSyn lowers cell input resistance and reduces firing frequency which could have severe consequences 

on neuronal circuitry, cortical output and healthy cognitive function.
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Introduction

• Synucleinopathies represent a group of neurological disorders,
including Parkinson’s disease, in which aggregation of alpha-Synuclein
(αSyn) in various brain regions is a key pathological hallmark (Spillantini
et al., 1997).

• While the exact mechanism of toxicity remains unclear, increasing
evidence reveals small oligomeric intermediates to be more neurotoxic
than the large fibrillar inclusions into which they form (Lashuel et al.,
2002).

• The aim of our investigation is to identify the underlying mechanisms
through which oligomeric αSyn causes neuron death.

• Identifying changes in electrophysiology may provide new targets for
disease treatment.

Figure 2. Both mOligomers and fOligomers are similar in size and heterogeneity but have differences in secondary structure. Both populations of oligomer have similar
sedimentation coefficients (~11.4S) and widths at 50% height. The secondary structure of the oligomers, as determined by CD spectroscopy and analysed using DichroWeb, suggests
that mOligomers have a high percentage of helical structure that is reduced in the fOligomer.

Monitoring the aggregation pathway of alpha Synuclein

Structural characterisation of oligomer populations
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Figure 3. Morphological identification of TTL5
pyramidal neurons. TTL5 neurons display long axonal
dendrites that bifurcate in layers 2/3.
Blue, nuclear stain (DAPI); Green, Intracellular fill (Alexa
fluor™ 488).
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Figure 7. Both mOligomers and fOligomers lower neuron input resistance; a measure of the extent to
which channels are open in the membrane. Left: Oligomeric, but not monomeric, alpha Synuclein show
significantly reduced input resistance values that could reflect membrane channels opening or pore
insertion. With a lower resistance the voltage response to current stimulation decreases (Above; step
current = -400 & 200pA). Thus, a greater amount of input is needed for neurons filled with oligomer to
reach threshold. This could have major implications for neuron firing rates and healthy function.

Figure 8. The firing frequency of neurons filled with mOligomer is reduced. A decrease in
firing rate, due to a lower input resistance, could adversely affect neuronal circuitry and
impair cortical output to subcortical regions. Many of the secondary symptoms found in
Synucleinopathies, including cognitive dysfunction, would be caused by a reduced firing rate.

Figure 5. Detection of αSyn inside neurons. Left: Alpha Synuclein filled neurons were immunostained (red) to illustrate their
intracellular uptake. Right: Neurons simultaneously patch clamped with (top) and without (bottom) αSyn. Green = Alexa
fluor® 488 dye, Blue = background nuclear stain (DAPI).
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Dynamic IV curves accurately fit to an Exponential Integrate-and-Fire (EIF) model

Figure 6. Dynamic I-V curves fit to an EIF model. Left: The average transmembrane current
as a function of voltage generates the Dynamic I-V curve (red line). The forcing function of
an exponential integrate-and-fire (EIF) model (equation) closely relates to the inverse of the
dynamic IV curve over capacitance, thus providing a novel method for deriving cell
parameters from experimental data (Badel et al., 2008, Fourcaud-Trocme´ et al. 2003).
Above: Simulating the EIF parameters in silico produces a voltage trace (green) that
accurately reproduces the experimentally recorded response (blue).

Oligomers reduce neuron firing frequency

Figure 1. The aggregation pathway of alpha Synuclein includes soluble, ring-like oligomers that can also be recovered from fibrils by sonication. Top: Monomeric alpha Synuclein,
incubated at 37°C with shaking, aggregates rapidly into fibrils. A dot blot time course using A11 (anti-oligomer) antibodies monitors the appearance of oligomers during the early
aggregation phase. Bottom: Ultracentrifugation of early stage aggregates isolates soluble oligomers that have formed directly from monomer (mOligomer). Sonication of fibrils,
formed during later stages of aggregation, is able to recover soluble oligomers (fOligomers). Both oligomer populations are A11 positive.

Immunostaining of alpha Synuclein in patched neurons
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